Pope spreads plea across spacious land

Chicago (AP) - Pope John Paul II said has plea for the simple life and traditional Roman Catholic morality across this "spacious land" yesterday. He travelled from historic Philadelphia to the cordials of the most American city.

In Philadelphia and in Chicago, the Pope reminded priests that he was not available to the doctrine. He spoke, too, of other issues explosive to American Catholicism, saying that the priests should not expect to escape them.

"Priesthood is forever," he said.

And on a hilltop altar in Iowa, he reminded farmers in the nation's breadbasket to conserve the land for future generations and to the world's famished.

"You have the breadbasket of the world on your land, and I have thanked God for you and the achievement of your people," he said.

John Paul II was welcomed at the Philadelphia Cathedral John Cody, Gov. James R. Thompson, Mayor Jane Byrne, of Irish background who told the Polish-born pope: "I'm of Irish stock, Your Holiness - Waukegan! With my name, I hope to be Your Holiness."

Then he went to holy name cathedral along the John F. Kennedy Expressway - passing neighborhoods shared by transplanted Poles and other Eastern Europeans.

At the cathedral, he again spoke of the "needy world," as he had in Iowa, and in remarks prepared for delivery to Catholic brothers at St. Peter's Church he repeated his call for fidelity to the rule of celibacy.

The Pope was spending the night in the Cardinal John Cody residence, and today will celebrate Mass twice: once in Grant Park - where he will greet Chicagoans, and Ray O'Haur plans a protest - and another in the thousands of Polish-Americans in a neighborhood church parking lot. Almost all million Polish-Americans live in the Chicago area.

This is the third time in the ethnic side of America before in his four days in the United States: Irish, Italian, Polish, and Hispanic areas in the nation's large cities. But it was in Iowa that he saw rural America.

He went to St. Patrick's Church - a wooden structure set amid cornfields near tiny Cumming.
Boulder damages Olympic sled run at Lake Placid

LAKE PLACID, N.Y. (AP) - Construction workers accidentally blew a hole 73 feet through the air, smashing into the Olympic bobsled run here and causing an estimated $50,000 damage, it was confirmed yesterday. Authorities said a work crew set off a dynamite charge about quitting time a week ago as they worked on an access road to the half-mile start line.

Weather

Mostly sunny today. High in the upper 50s. Partly cloudy with a slight chance for showers tonight and tomorrow. Low tonight in the low 40s. High tomorrow in the mid to upper 50s.

Campus

Friday, October 5, 1979

1:30pm PANEL DISCUSSION, "the role of science & technology in underdeveloped countries: the united nations perspective," participants in an un conf. on sci. & technology for development. CCE AUD.

2pm CROSS COUNTRY notre dame invitational

3pm BASEBALL, nd vs. bradley, HOME.

3:30-on BARBEQUE, spons: sailing club, club members and interested sailors welcome, BOATHOUSE.

4:15pm LECTURE, "oil expulsion-a consequence of oil generation," James A. Momper, Amer. assoc. of petroleum geologists, 101 EARTH SCI BLDG. spons: dept. of earth science.

6pm FIELD HOCKEY, nd vs. indiana state, HOME.

7, 9, 11pm FILM, "start the revolution without me," K OF C HALL, spons: knights of columbus, nd. admission $1, members free.

7, 10pm FILM, "the sound of music," CARROLL HALL, SMC, admission $1.

8pm SOCCER, nd vs. marquette-CARTIER FIELD.

8pm ND/SMC THEATER, "hamlet," WASH. HALL, call 294-4176 for ticket info.

9:30pm NAZZ, mike franken, paul bertolini, with guest eric donanon.

Saturday, October 6, 1979

9:30-11:30am TOURS, new firstparch hall of engineering.

11:30-1:30pm PREGAME SOCIAL, spons: graduate students union, refreshments, WILSON COMMONS, $1 donation.

1:30pm FOOTBALL, nd vs. georgia tech. HOME.

3pm BASEBALL, nd vs. bradley, HOME.

7, 9, 11pm FILM, "start the revolution without me," K OF C HALL, admission $1, members free.

8pm ND/SMC THEATER, "hamlet," WASH. HALL.

9:30pm NAZZ, cathy breslin, cathy murray, sponsor: naazz.

Sunday, October 7, 1979

8am WOMEN'S TENNIS, st. mary's irish invitational, ND & ANGELA COURTS.

1pm MEETING, ham radio club, new members welcome, LAFORTUNE BALLOON.

2pm MOVIE, "pati, patni aur woh," spons: india association, hindi comedy, english subtitles, ENGR AUD. $1 for students.

2pm ADMISSION DEGREE, knights of columbus, K OF C HALL, jacket and tie requested.

3pm INDUCTION, ladies of columbus, K OF C HALL, jacket and tie requested.

3pm MASS, celebrating feast of the holy rosary; fr. griffin, OPG. OTO.

7, 9, 11pm MOVIE, "start the revolution without me," K OF C HALL, admission $1, members free.

7pm PRESENTATION, program in commemorating pioneer statesman, jef mugge (asbury college), LIBRARY.
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Congress awaits five-year national defense plan

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Carter administration has promised Senate Democratic leaders it will send Congress a five-year defense plan that will increase military spending in an effort to win support for the SALT II treaty with Russia.

"I believe they can do it by November," said Senate Democratic Leader Robert C. Byrd. "And I will go further to say not only that they should, but that they better do it because I do not anticipate this treaty being called up prior to the presentation of the five-year plan." Senate Democratic Whip Alan Cranston said he has been "given assurance" by the Defense Department that the administration expects to be able to send the plan to the Senate before November.

He said he has called this week with Secretary of Defense Harold Brown who previously said that January would be the earliest the Pentagon could complete the job.

"If the Department of Defense speeds preparation of its 1981 defense budget and its five-year plan, SALT II could be brought to a vote this year with a reasonable chance of success," Cranston said.

A number of senators, led by Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., have said they will not be able to vote to ratify the treaty unless the administration greatly increases defense spending to correct what they see as military imbalances and to counter the growing momentum of the Soviet Union in long-range nuclear weapons.

Byrd said he has personally urged the president, Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and presidential national security adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski to speed the five-year plan to Congress.

Cranston said he believes the Senate coalition necessary to produce 67 votes needed for ratification of the treaty can be built by agreeing on a "reasonable" defense modernization program coupled with instructions to U.S. negotiators to urgently seek substantial reductions in weapons at SALT III treaty begins to take shape.

"That could quite possibly make unnecessary some of the significant increases in our defense spending that might otherwise be made," Cranston said. "I think we need the seeds of an agreement here that could be of great significance..."
In memory of Plunkett

Flanner to dedicate statue

by Neal Patterson

A statue will be erected in front of Flanner Hall this week in memory of the late Bruce Plunkett.

Plunkett, a former Flanner resident, was killed on July 3, 1978 when the automobile he was driving was struck by an oncoming train. His home was in Havre de Grace, Maryland, and he would have been 29, police said.

The statue is being paid for with $2,000 that Plunkett’s parents donated for the purpose of establishing a memorial, according to Flanner assistant rector Peter Greco. “It was decided mainly by his roommates exactly what the money would be used for,” Greco explained.

“We knew that we wanted some type of statue, but we had to decide whether it should be put inside or outside,” said Jimi McKee, one of Plunkett’s former roommates. “We commissioned a number of people to submit drawings before making our final decision,” he added.

The bronze statue is being constructed by Harold L. Langland, a professor at U.S.R. The statue is named “Christ the Educator,” and will stand 42 inches tall, according to McKee.

McKee also said that the statue should be completed by Wednesday and there will be a dedication ceremony sometime Saturday, which Plunkett’s parents and three brothers will attend, followed by a memorial mass on Sunday.

SMC College Bowl participants to meet

by Kelly Sullivan

Saint Mary’s College will hold an orientation meeting Monday at 6 p.m. for students and faculty wishing to participate in this year’s College Bowl, the intercollegiate quiz game. The meeting will be in the Student Affairs Conference Room, Le Mans Hall. Applications for College Bowl will be distribu-

ted, and the game’s rules and regulations will be clarified. Mary Laverty, director of Student Activities, explained that students may sign up in teams or individually. Competitions take place at the intramural, regional, and national level. The intramural winner will be the all-star team representing Saint Mary’s in its regional play.

Laverty also mentioned other ways students may choose to become involved with the College Bowl. Saint Mary’s needs official, committee members to implement the intramural program, and people to submit quiz questions.

Laverty is also interested in seeing faculty teams prep the student teams, and in holding more games between Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s.

Amy O’Dowd, Saint Mary’s campus coordinator for College Bowl, hopes to see more teams this year. “We’re shooting for sixteen teams last year we only had five,” she said. O’Dowd stressed that College Bowl “puts academia and scholar-
ship in the spotlight” as opposed to most extra-curricular campus functions.

The registration deadline for College Bowl is October 19. At that time, coaches may pick up their guidebooks in the Student Activities office. Practice sessions will be held October 20 thru November 4, with intra-
mural competition beginning November 6.

Honeymoon ends in tragedy

NEW YORK (AP) - The honeymoon trip of the Uruguay-
an couple ended in horror yesterday when the bride fell to her death in what police described as “a freak acci-
dent.”

Sylvia Maninirios, 20, lost her balance and fell from a window of the Taft Hotel as she bounced on the bed in horse-
play with her husband, Bruno, 29, police said.

The couple, married in Monte-
video last last month, arrived in the city on Tuesday after stops in Mexico and Florida. They had planned to leave Thursday for New Orleans before returning home.

Shortly after 1 a.m., Manini-
rios told police, her wife jing-
ly stood up and bounced on the bed with her husband, Bruno, 29, police said.
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Carter vs. Kennedy
Leaders see Florida caucus as first test

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) — Like Frankenstein's monster, which turned on its maker, the Florida Democratic Party's county caucuses Oct. 13 have become a major source of grief for party leaders. Although they started out as only one stop on the mid-November Democratic State Convention Calendar, the 67 county caucuses have become a closely watched presidential battle-ground pitting President Carter's re-election campaigners against the backers of his undeclared rival, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.

More than 50,000 Democrats are expected at the caucuses to elect 370 state convention delegates. Along with 838 delegates named by party leaders and elected officials, they will vote in the convention's non-binding presidential straw ballot Nov. 18.

Believing the straw vote may have a psychological effect, backers of Carter and Kennedy are spending thousands of dollars trying to push their own delegates and keep other delegates from supporting candidates identified only by their own names - not by those of whom they're backing - and some candidates are backing neither Carter nor Kennedy.

Carter did gain early attention in the straw vote prior to the 1976 election by coming out for support for George Wallace of Alabama, an old southern favorite.

However, there will be no other real price in the caucuses or straw vote because Florida's delegates to the 1980 National Democratic Convention will be chosen in the March 11, 1980.

Thus many state leaders are convinced an undeserved emphasis has been placed on the seemingly trivial caucuses.

"It's an important process but we've lost sight of the real reason we are having the caucuses - to formulate our platform and build support for Mr. Kennedy," Democratic Chairman Alfredo Duran said Friday in response to a Carter complaint Basic nursing techniques that could contribute as much as $35,000 for Kennedy by spreading around in chunks of no more than $5,000 to every draft Kennedy slate.

"These committees are not independent entities as claimed by Carter but rather are part of a coordinated national effort, the principal purpose of which is to defeat President Carter and the election of Edward Kennedy in the first Carter-Kennedy electoral test of the 1980 campaign," the Florida Democratic Party's trust vote on Nov. 18, 1979," the Carter complaint said.

The complaint said more than $53,000 already has been contributed in this manner to the Kennedy movement by the Machinists' Union.

Specifically, the Carter complaint contends that the draft committees trying to promote a Kennedy candidacy are part of a nationally coordinated campaign and must be characterized as a single committee.

If the commission accepts this view, it would drastically reduce the money donors and political committees may give to the Kennedy movement. Candidates are limited by law to one, but rather are part of a coordinated national effort, the principal purpose of which is to defeat President Carter and the election of Edward Kennedy in the first Carter-Kennedy electoral test of the 1980 campaign: the straw ballot at the Florida Democratic Party's state convention Oct. 5, 1979.

Kennedy has said he may enter the race against Carter and expects to register an exploratory presidential committee with the FEC next month. He has formally disavowed the draft committees formed in his name.

We sincerely regret any inconvenience caused by the discontinuation of student union services budget cuts.

Due to student Union Budget Cuts
RIDER BOARD SERVICE is being DISCONTINUED effective immediately
We sincerely regret any inconvenience student union services commission

Carter files complaint over Kennedy finances
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Carter's campaign committee, alarmed over opposition money being funneled into Florida, filed a formal complaint yesterday with the Federal Election Commission in an effort to dampen the "draft-Kennedy" movement.

In its complaint to the FEC, the Carter committee said national fund-raising in support of efforts to draft Sen. Edward M. Kennedy for the Democratic presidential nomination is being coordinated and therefore is illegal.

"The national Kennedy committees, in the various states and in their various fund-raising and targeting operations are about as unaffiliated as the Marx Brothers," Carter Campaign Manager Tim Kraft said in a news conference announcing the action.

It was the Carter campaign's first major assault against the mounting draft Kennedy effort for the Democratic nomination and reflected growing concern over the expected Kennedy challenge.

Kennedy has said he may enter the race against Carter and expects to register an exploratory presidential committee with the FEC next month. He has formally disavowed the draft committees formed in his name.
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Today at CCE

Hesburgh to lead discussion
by Janet Rigaux

Fr. Theodore M. Hesburgh, president of Notre Dame, will lead a discussion today in the Center for Continuing Education at 1:30 p.m. as part of the dedication of the new Fitzpatrick Hall of Engineering on campus.

The discussion will cover issues raised at the recent United Nations Conference in Vienna on Science and Technology for Development (UNCSTD). According to Hesburgh, four speakers will be featured in this discussion, all of whom participated in the Vienna Conference.

Jean Wilkowski, ambassador and coordinator of U.S. preparations for UNCSTD, will discuss how the conference was set up, why, and what its purposes are.

James Graan, president of the Washington-based Overseas Development Council and executive director designate of UNICEF, will give a world view of science and technology.

Rodney Nichols, executive vice president of the Rockefeller University and an analyst of American policies for science and technology, will discuss the challenges facing science and technology today.

Dr. Victor Rabinowitch, director of the Nation Academy of Science Board on Science and Technology for International Development, will talk about promises for the future in science and technology. The overall view of the discussion will be concerned with finding ways for developed nations to share their knowledge of science and technology with underdeveloped ones.

"80% of the population of the world is in underdeveloped nations," Hesburgh said. "Part of the purpose of the Vienna Conference was to find ways to aid these underdeveloped nations in economics and other fields through technology, but that they can feed their people and have a better standard of living.

Richard Cokkin, director of information services for Notre Dame, explaining why this event is appropriate for dedicating the new building, said, "The discussion is a perfect fit. It is deliberating uses of engineering for the benefit of mankind which is what our engineering department is all about."

Navy says gin, tonic and flying do not mix

NORFOLK, Va. (AP) - While drinking and flying airplanes are not particularly compatible, the Navy says the combination is especially dangerous if the drink is gin and tonic - mainly because of the tonic.

A Navy doctor said yesterday there is evidence the quinine in tonic water can upset equilibrium and produce signs of dizziness, blurred vision, double vision and abnormal color vision.

Capt. N.J. Dunne, a Navy doctor with Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, said there are clear indications that even low doses of quinine can impair equilibrium and interfere with vision-effects that could be disastrous for jet pilots who suffer some normal disorientation in flight anyway.

Dunne said the suspected quinine effects are not as dangerous for people on the ground.

"People on the ground aren't doing right banks or making deep dives. They generally keep their heads in one position and don't stimulate their equilibrium systems like pilots do," he said.

The Naval Safety Center in Norfolk has issued an alert that suggests pilots refrain from tonic drinks before flying while more studies are conducted over the next six months.

The Army, however, has gone farther. It insists Army pilots who have taken quinine beverages as frequently as every other day be grounded for 72 hours before they fly again.

The Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, in Washington came up with the preliminary findings about quinine and plans more studies to find out such things as how much quinine is dangerous.

Fr. Griffin to hold mass

Father Robert Griffin, university chaplain, will celebrate Mass today in the Grotto. The Glee Club will sing at the Mass, honoring the Feast of the Holy Rosary. All students are cordially invited to attend.

Eagerly yours,
Father Robert Arthur Griffin

Ideal gift

The Hesburgh Papers:
Higher Values in Higher Education
by Rev. Theodore Hesburgh

Available now at $12.95 Book Department 2nd floor
The Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore
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For second year
Course booklet to provide facts
by Brendan Brown

For the second straight year the Student Government will provide a course evaluation booklet for undergraduates. Rich Gobbi, an executive co-ordinator for the Student Government, is overseeing the project and expects the booklet to be available by November 8 in time for early registration for spring courses.

Under the direction of Beth Imbriaco and co-editors Therese Tavis and Tom Trouzillo, the booklet will maintain the basic format of last year's but with a few important changes. For example, this year the booklet will be ten pages longer and will contain evaluations of courses in all four colleges. Last year the booklet contained evaluations of courses in the College of Arts and Letters only.

"The purpose of the booklet," Gobbi said, "is to provide the students with reasonable, factual information so that the students will not have to rely on hearsay from a senior. This will enable them to make an intelligent choice in choosing courses."

The information provided in the evaluation will include, among other things, a brief course description, the methods of presentation (i.e. discussion or lecture), the number of tests, and the reading list. It will also contain ratings on the quality of the reading list and the course itself.

Imbriaco said that she will strive for a more "qualitative" booklet that will not only give the students the essential facts, but will also provide them with a view of the character of the course and the "personality of the professor." This she hopes "will give the students a better understanding of what they're signing up for."

According to Imbriaco, the method of course evaluation is as follows: the Academic Commission will approach the professor and request five or six students who he feels are competent to give a fair evaluation of the course. Out of these names the commission will choose three students who will be asked to evaluate the course according to established criteria. The professor will not know which three students are chosen. The evaluations are checked for grammar, punctuations and compiled into a single evaluation booklet.

Gobbi pointed out that this evaluation booklet "is in no way related to the course grades and the students will not have to rely on hearsay from a senior. This will enable them to make an intelligent choice in choosing courses."

The information provided in the evaluation will include, among other things, a brief course description, the methods of presentation (i.e. discussion or lecture), the number of tests, and the reading list. It will also contain ratings on the quality of the reading list and the course itself.
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Gobbi pointed out that this evaluation booklet "is in no way related to the course grades and the students will not have to rely on hearsay from a senior. This will enable them to make an intelligent choice in choosing courses."
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Saint Mary's alumnae hold meeting
by Diane McCarthy

The Saint Mary's Alumnae Association is holding its bi-annual meeting through tomorrow on the SMCC campus. They will meet to consider general business, and a revision of the organization's by-laws.

The three-day session opened at 8:30 a.m. yesterday, and will end after the football game tomorrow with the annual Alumnae Cocktail Party in the Angela Athletic Facility.

Today's agenda includes meetings of the Association's six committees: Fund, Clubs, Continuing Education, Publications, Reunion, and Student Alumnae.

Yesterday, the Board was shown plans for the proposed library, and beard campus officials speak.

The Board will meet in General Session tomorrow.

The resignation of Board member Diane Durat is being handled by a Search Committee, who is interviewing candidates. The final decision will be made by Board President Maryanne Ryan Burke, and Dr. John Duggan, Saint Mary's president. The Association will leave the proposed library project in the hands of the Board of Regents.

The purpose of the Association, according to Burke, is to foster the love of the college, help the Alumnae grow both physically and spiritually, and to foster closer relationships between the Alumnae and the college educationally, socially and financially. Members of the Board are elected by the Association, and serve three-year terms. Members may serve a maximum of two three-year terms.

Services provided by the Board include typing resumes for seniors, providing airport transportation, sending birth-day cards to students, and sponsoring the annual spring champagne party and commencement brunch, where seniors are welcomed into the Association.

The Association works with campus officials, including the College president, vice-president, comptroller, senior officers, and the Admissions office.
Tornado  
kills two,  
leaves homes  
in shambles

WINDSOR LOCKS, Conn. (AP) - Stunned families salvaged what they could yesterday from area homes left in shambles by a tornado that killed two people, injured hundreds and caused an estimated $179 million in damage.

"You just pick up what you can and that's it," said Mary Grasso, who said her name was blown off its home in Windsor. "There ain't nothing there now. The roof's gone. It's all gone," she said. "Nobody was injured, thank God."

Gov. Ella Grasso continued for a second night the 8 p.m.-to-5 a.m. curfew in Windsor and Windsor Locks. Five hundred National Guardsmen were activated to prevent looting and direct traffic.

"I've never seen anything as sad," Mrs. Grasso said after a helicopter tour of Windsor and her hometown of Windsor Locks. "To look through that swirl of fog and see some houses like manchurics swept from their foundations ... you think that in those houses were families and their lives, I'm sure, are shattered," she said.

The funnel cloud caught residents by surprise Wednesday afternoon. Weather service radar did not even pick up the twister, which spun out of a wave of thunderstorms that lashed north-central Connecticut with winds of up to 86 miles an hour.

A Manchester man, William Kowalsky, 24, was killed Wednesday when flying lumber hit his pickup truck, authorities said. The body of a 43-year-old Windsor woman was found yesterday 25 feet from her wrecked home. Authorities said they had not yet confirmed her name.

State Health Commissioner Douglas Lloyd said 445 people were hospitalized and at least 150 others were treated for injuries.

Mrs. Grasso said damage in Windsor Locks was estimated at $100 million for 28 commercial and industrial businesses, $50 million for National Guard aircraft and $15 million for private aircraft.

In Windsor, there was about $12 million in damage to 10 businesses and 115 homes, 65 of which were destroyed, she said. In Suffield, 25 to 30 homes and 25 tobacco sheds suffered about $2 million in damage.

Mrs. Grasso, who applied for federal disaster aid for the area, received offers of assistance from the governors of Massachusetts and Rhode Island.
Good as Gold

Art Buchwald

WASHINGTON -- They used to be very quiet and you rarely saw one. But lately the gold bugs have come out of the closet. You can recognize them by the mad glint in their eyes.

My friend Bob Levin is one of them. He's hard to live with these days. This isn't my opinion; he's told me.

Last week he showed me a letter of his, written to the Editorial page of the Times, which read:
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John Saxer

Quad sports threaten students.

Dear Editor:

One evening not long ago, I was conversing with a friend on my way to a review session when I raised a rather devastating blow to the head with a regulation-sized soccer ball. I was overwhelmed, to say the least. My reaction became especially acute when the responsible parties merely asked if I would be okay, apologized and (when I made no mention of my lawyer) quickly returned to their game.

I suffered no prolonged after effects, and to be perfectly honest, I laughed about it later that same night.

What worries me is that this was not an isolated incident and that I am afraid that the masses which write through the air on our quad seats present a serious threat to our well-being, if not our very lives. If this sounds farfetched to you, try this: throw a baseball straight up with all your strength and stand under it. See what happens.

So what do I want? A vigilante group to patrol the campus and break up all activities? Of course not. I often look forward to seeing people relaxing on the lawn in the afternoon. They inspire a feeling of neighborhood and remind me of home.

All that we need is a little more care and a lot more consideration on the part of the players. We owe a debt to the hundreds (probably thousands) of students who are fighting to get $75, or $100, or $200.

Student Government Treasurer Greg Sebasky is obviously concerned that the allocations of the student activity funds benefit the maximum number of students.

Unfortunately, we seem to be inconsistent in our religious values. As a student, the lesson that is seen as being taught here is that our religion has changed from spirituality to materialism.

Betsy Spinelli

Ticket policy

Dear Editor:

It is reassuring to read that Notre Dame's teachings on how to responsibly handle positions of power in the 'Catholic World,' are already being implemented by a few students who are in positions of power here on campus. It is all too easy to think that the activities money will be spent, and who directly benefit from these expenditures.

As a student looking over the numbers involved in the allocations, I consider it a blatant violation of a 'volunteer's' priorities, that $7000 will be spent on 21 lacrosse tickets to each concert for insiders at the student union. This comes into focus as a clear abuse of position, and a challenge to those clubs, representing hundreds (probably thousands) of students, to fight against.

Student Government Treasurer Greg Sebasky is obviously concerned that the allocations of the student activity funds benefit the maximum number of students.

Unfortunately, we seem to be inconsistent in our religious values. As a student, the lesson that is seen as being taught here is that our religion has changed from spirituality to materialism.

Betsy Spinelli

Good as Gold
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We are Notre Dame

Thomas C. Jennings

Last Sunday I arose about 11:00, pulled on my greenest Notre Dame shirt and a pair of comfortable jeans and started for the stadium. There, in the North Dining Hall, I saw ma...
O'HANLON'S WAREHOUSE LIQUORS

John J. O'Hanlon Class of 65

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES . . . UNLIMITED QUANTITIES!

Beverage Values:

- A-B LIGHT 12-12 cans 1.35
- BUSCH 12-12 cans 1.88
- BLATZ 12-12 cans 1.88
- MICHELOB 4-6 return 11.99
- MILLER 12-12 cans 1.99
- MILLER LITE 12-12 cans 1.99
- HEINEKEN LIGHT 4-6 return 13.89
- FALSTAFF 12-12 cans 1.88
- OLD MILWAUKEE 4 cans 5.97
- PABS 12-12 cans 1.99
- OLYMPIA 12-12 cans 1.99
- HANNA'S 4-4 cans 1.99
- OLD STYLE 12-12 cans 1.88
- LOWENBRAU 4-6 return 12.99
- MOLSON'S ALE 6-12 cans 2.39
- CHAMPAGNE WHITE 1.75 $4.39
- RED WHITE BLUE 5.39
- WEID'S-MAN 5-5 cans 4.29
- RETURNNABLES:
  - BUSCH 7.89
  - BUD 7.89
  - BRAUER 4.39
  - FALSTAFF 4.29
  - HUBER 4.59
  - MILLER 4.89
  - MILLER LITE 4.89
  - OLD MILWAUKEE 4.48
  - PABS 5.49
  - PFEIFFER 4.59
  - RHINELANDER 4.59
  - STRONG'S 4.59

Quarts:

- BUSCH 7.99
- COLD 45 7.79
- BLATZ 7.89
- FALSTAFF 7.99
- MILLER 8.23
- OLYMPIA 8.99
- PABS 6.96
- SCHLITZ 9.49
- STRONG'S 7.99
- OLD ENGLISH 99 7.99
- LITTLE KINGS 9.99
- BIG JUG 9.99

New Discount Policy:

- Beer Savings 3%
- Liquor (mix & match) 1%
- Wine (pint & quart) 15%

You better believe the bird when it says O'HANLON'S has CHEEP CHEAP CHEER!! BEER! WINE! LIQUOR!

Huge Selections of Famous Brands...All Discount Priced!

- VODKA
- STOLICHNYA 1.75 1.99
- KAMCHATKA 1.75 1.49
- DARK EYE FLAVORED drink 11.99
- SMIRNOF 1.75 1.29
- 80% 100% 1.19
- DANCEY 1.75 1.49
- DANCEY 1.75 1.49
- 100% 1.59 100% 1.59
- GORDON'S 1.75 1.89
- WOLFSCHMIDT 1.75 1.89
- POPOV 1.75 1.49

Beer Kegs:

- MILLER LITE 1,000 LBS $110.00
- PABST 1,000 LBS $110.00
- STRONG'S 1,000 LBS $110.00
- BUSCH 1,000 LBS $110.00
- BUDWEISER 1,000 LBS $110.00
- HEINEKEN 1,000 LBS $110.00

NEW O'HANLON'S WAREHOUSE LIQUORS

John J. O'Hanlon Class of 65

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES . . . UNLIMITED QUANTITIES!

Li'l Cheaper says, "We're CHEAP!"...ask our competition.

Prices Good at Both Stores:

- 1935 Lincolnway East, So. Bend 287-2861
- 4401 Western Ave., So. Bend 282-2844

Easter Monday Sat. till 9 a.m.

Plenty of Free Parking

---

Li'l Cheaper says, "We're CHEAP!"...ask our competition.

Prices Good at Both Stores:

- 1935 Lincolnway East, So. Bend 287-2861
- 4401 Western Ave., So. Bend 282-2844
Victories answer questions for coaches Devine, Rogers

by Brian Boglame
Sports Writer

You might call Notre Dame’s 27-3 victory last Saturday over Michigan State “the game of the reasons.” First, and foremost, the Irish offense finally got into gear, racking up against Georgia Tech at Notre Dame game. Secondly, Notre Dame cleared its record to be tilted towards the .10.

Two of the three Big Ten hurdles are not the favorites going into tomorrow’s contest.

“Obviously, we will be the underdogs against Notre Dame,” Georgia Tech head coach Pepper Rodgers, now in his sixth season with the Yellow Jackets.

“You can never tell what is going to happen in a game, however, and that is one of the reasons college football is such a great game.”

“To have any chance of winning against Notre Dame we will have to stop Vagas Ferguson. He was sensational against us last year (gained 253 yards, single-game Irish rushing record) and is one of the finest running backs in the country. But Ferguson does not do it all alone. Notre Dame is a talented team at every position and is so big it is frightening.”

The Irish Extra

Michael Ortman
Sports Writer

A group of young boys are playing baseball in the local playground on a hot summer afternoon. One little guy starts bringing the ball up court when he proclaims, “Here comes Magic!”

He then dispatches off his imaginary teammates to continue the play-by-play. “Keller rams it home,” he says, as the lay-up rolls around the rim and in.

Fantasy. Webster defines it as an “allusion, an imaginative poem, play, etc.”

Every child fantasizes at one time or another. But as he or she grows older and wiser, most dreams fade into reality. Mostly, not all.

A little ten-year-old in Kansas City, Mo., used to imitate his favorite football player, placekicker, Jan Stenerud. He’d use his left foot to put the ball in a

With a third branch tied on as a crossbar, he would kick whenever the spirit moved him, and the distance and accuracy slowly improved.

Let Male continue the story.

“I played halfback when I was in seventh grade,” he reminisces. “I asked the coach if I could kick, and he thought I was kidding. Somehow, I talked him into letting me try.”

So, Male’s team eventually became the only one in the age bracket (12-13) that kicked field goals.

No Notre Dame dream story would be complete without a kid who always wanted to go to Notre Dame. That’s Male.

Not recruited by the Irish, Male applied like everybody else and, like the vast majority, was rejected. But after two years at Western Michigan, he was able to transfer to Notre Dame.

Now on the brink of his ultimate fantasy of the Big-time, Male waited patiently for his chance to prove himself. Male walked onto the Irish squad and played behind fellow junior Joe Unis at the start of the 1978 season. He continued to wait. In game four, the opportunity arose.

“Upon things had been going up to that time,” he recalls, "I didn’t look like I’d get in." But Dan Devine said go, and Male went in for his first field goal attempt against the Spartans of Michigan State in East Lansing.

He shanked it. "I just wasn’t prepared," he says. But there were other opportunities and Male connected on nine of his next ten attempts before his final attempt ended his season a week early.

The second-to-last game of the year was in Atlanta against Georgia Tech. Following a first half Irish score, Male lined up for a routine kick-off. But on his follow through, something snapped.

He had torn ligaments in his kicking leg, the right one. He limped over to the sidelines for treatment.

"They iced it down, and I was told by the trainers that I was out of the game," says Male. "But of a communication mishap on the Irish sidelines, the coaches were not informed.”

With two seconds left in the half, the coaches yelled, "Male, kick a field goal." So, like an idiot, I jumped up, shrewed the ice off, and pulled up my pants. I didn’t even have them tied when I tried to kick. The kick hit the crossbar and bounded back. But more significantly, the ligament damage was worse.

It is tough for any athlete to pull himself out of a contest. Maybe if he’d thought about it, he might have said something. But Male’s dream was coming true. Understandably, he did not want to admit he was hurt.

(continued on page 14)
Tim Huffman steps out of brother Dave's shadow

by Craig Chval
Sports Writer

Last year, it wasn’t at all difficult to spot Notre Dame’s center. Dave Huffman. All you had to do was locate Huffman’s red elbow pads, which contrasted quite nicely with his green and gold uniform.

And once you spotted Notre Dame’s All-American center, picking out his little brother Tim was no problem. He was usually right next to Dave occupying the right position for the Irish.

Dave Huffman and his red elbow pads are gone now, but nobody in having any trouble spotting Tim. Actually, people stood up and took notice last fall, enough to decide that Dave wasn’t the only Huffman worthy of All-American status.

"It’s a little bit different without Dave here,” says Tim. “For the last two years, we worked very well as a team. And now, when I get in trouble, I’ll have to take care of myself.”

Huffman didn’t have too much opportunity to get into trouble during the past two weeks of the season after he was sidelined early in the Michigan contest with a broken finger. The six-foot-five, 262-pounder returned to the lineup for Saturday’s 27-3 thrashing of the Michigan State, and helped the Irish to easily their most impressive offensive performance of the young season.

"I’m just about back to where I want to be in terms of strength and conditioning,” says Huffman. "But I still need work on technique. Those first few weeks of the season are crucial to the offensive line, in terms of feeling each other out and getting used to each other.”

Over the past several years, Notre Dame’s offensive line has had game or two to get things into high gear, and it was usually Dave Huffman who provided the aggressiveness, intensity, or example otherwise.

When the offensive line gets down, it’s the one who gets going,” recalls Huffman. "He’d always be the first one to go out there and clock somebody."

Trent’s one area where Tim doesn’t feel capable of emulating his brother’s intensity of spirit.

"I can show by example,” says Huffman. "But it seems like I’m kind of at odds with everyone – I’m kind of a renegade. I guess I’m not as disciplined a player as I should be, and I don’t know if making me take a leadership role would go over really well.”

Despite the obvious talent similarities, Tim doesn’t consider himself the same type of player as his brother.

"Dave was a really physical player. He took joy in inflicting pain on the opponents,” laughs Tim. "He just knocks the heck out of whoever appears before him.

Although his imposing size would seem to indicate otherwise, Tim claims that he can’t get away with bearing down on defensive linemen.

"I used to be able to bowl people over,” he says. "But now I have to rely on technique and leverage.”

For Dave, football is now a full-time job. As a rookie center for the Minnesota Vikings, he has little idle time to pass away. But the Huffman brothers keep in touch by phone as often as possible, although they stay away from shop talk.

"We try to avoid talking about football,” says Tim, "since we’re both surrounded by it. It’s basically like being able to forget about it for a while.”

Even with Dave gone, though, the comparisons are inevitable. Tim is all right with Tim.

"Sometimes I get tired of it, because if people are always talking about him, maybe you think you’re not as good,” he says. "But I like being compared to him because he was good, so people are saying that you’re a good player, too.”

Good enough that he doesn’t need his brother’s elbow pads.

Back at his position
Moynihan weighs in at linebacker

by Bill McCormick
Sports Writer

It was about an hour before the opening kickoff of last Saturday’s football game between Notre Dame and Michigan State. Seated in the stadium locker room, Brendan Moynihan listened anxiously as Notre Dame head coach Dan Devine read the starting lineup aloud.

When it was announced that Moynihan would start at left linebacker, the junior from Toledo, Ohio, knew that he had finally accomplished his long-awaited goal.

Moynihan came to Notre Dame two years ago with impressive credentials. He was an all-state performer for St. John’s High School in Toledo his senior year. In addition to lettering three times in football at St. John’s, Moynihan lettered twice in track. He was also named to the prep all-academic team in Ohio.

Despite the fact that Moynihan played linebacker throughout high school, he was converted to strong safety when he arrived at Notre Dame.

At six-foot-three and 260 pounds, Moynihan was not quite big enough to play linebacker on the college level. Thus, he went through the difficult process of learning how to play a new position. Moynihan had trouble adjusting to strong safety and saw only limited action for the junior varsity in his first year. He was disenchanted with his situation at Notre Dame.

However, in the spring of his freshman year, something happened which turned everything around for Brendan Moynihan. The coaching staff, aware of the problems that Moynihan was having at strong safety, decided to switch him back to linebacker, his natural position. Linebacker coach, George Kelly, informed Moynihan that he would have to build himself up if he hoped to see action for the varsity squad.

Excited by his new opportunity, Moynihan began an intense weight program during the summer following his freshman year. With a great deal of hard work, he managed to increase his bulk by 17 pounds. Thus, bringing a muscular, six-foot-three, 210 pound frame back to school in the fall of his sophomore year, Moynihan felt confident about his upcoming season.

The hard work and dedication over that summer really paid off. Moynihan became a regular performer on the specialty teams during his sophomore year, and also saw action in relief of Steve Heimkreiter at left linebacker. In the annual Blue-Gold game he introduced himself by playing at the end of spring drills, Moynihan recorded nine tackles and impressed the coaches with his speed and aggressiveness. The fact that two starting linebackers, Heimkreiter and Bob Golc, graduated last year meant that Moynihan would be given more playing time as a junior.

So when senior linebacker Mike Whittington injured his leg in this year’s Purdue game, Moynihan was called on to start against Michigan State at left linebacker.

Brendan Moynihan’s performance on Saturday was solid. He managed two solo tackles, and he assisted on four others. Yet, according to these statistics, the real importance of last Saturday’s game to Brendan Moynihan was that he experienced what he considered his greatest accomplishment, earning a starting position at Notre Dame.

Male (continued from page 11)

A phenomenal start this season has thrust Male into the limelight. With a healthy and strengthened leg, he has connected on eight straight field goal attempts (a Notre Dame record), five straight conversions, and has boomed numerous kickoffs beyond return.

His recent accomplishments are recognized by NBC-TV with a taped interview on "The Today Show" and other national media. But Male has handled all of this quite well.

"It’s all nice, he admits, "and I’d be lying if I said I didn’t like it, but I can’t forget what my job is. After the Michigan game (in which Male kicked all of Notre Dame’s points in the 12-10 victory) I set my mind on getting the next night tonight, but tomorrow you’re going back to just being a kid. That’s not the way it is. That’s what I do, I kick the ball. I’ve got all my sights on that. I’ve fantasized with my sights on an eleven game season and, hopefully, a bowl game. That’s it. My sights aren’t on 'The Today Show' or on publicity or on the record books. None of that’s worth a bucket of spit if you don’t win.’"

Like every other kid, Chuck Male fantasizes. But as he grew older and wiser, his dream grew with him...
The Irish Extra
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For 134 years
ND Band 'shakes down thunder'

by Beth Huffman
Women's Sports Editor

Good afternoon, gentlemen... The University of Notre Dame proudly presents its marching band in its one hundred and thirty-fourth and fiftieth... and here it is... the band of the Fighting Irish...

With Frank Amussen's announce­ment, the Notre Dame Marching Band begins its pre-game show. A behind-the-scene look at the band's prepara­tion for game-day highlights reveals each time and dedication from the band members and their directors.

The band's week actually begins with rehearsals Monday through Friday. Following Friday's rehearsal the band traditionally steps off for the pep rally at Stepan Center.

Notre football Saturdays start early for the Irish with rehearsal beginning at 8:30 a.m. After an early lunch and the distribution of hats, the band meets and warms up for the customary pre-game concert on the steps of the Administration Building. Immediately following the concert, which includes all of the tunes in the day's show and a few other selections, is the inspection of the band and the Irish Guard.

Step-off for the stadium usually begins when Memorial Hall 30 minutes prior to kick-off. Irish fans gather with the band and group behind band director O'Brien.

The band, which performed 71 times during the 1979-80 season, averaged three times a week, is one of the primary facets of the entertainment behind the spirit of the Fighting Irish.

"Music is a very potent force when it comes to anything related to sports. It is important when we play the fight song, it inspires winning. When we are losing it urges the team and students on. Most people don't realize it, but whether we win or lose we always play the fight song outside the lockerroom for the team," says Robert O'Brien, in his 27th year as the band's director.

O'Brien, band rich in tradition after 134 years of existence, was America's first university band. Historic Irish greats such as Knute Rockne, who played the flute, and Moore Krause, a clarinet player, were just a few to join the Irish band in their time.

One of the first small games against Michigan in 1887, the band has been supporting the Irish teams and traveling as a group since graduation of the first official Notre Dame representatives at athletic events.

Last year, the band was the majority of the Irish cheering section at the Cotton Bowl. Despite the bad weather and weather-related mishaps, the band contributed to the day's events.

"It was one of the coldest days I can remember for a football game. Ten members of the band suffered frost­bite. The wheels of our trailer froze so we could not get our instruments in time to play in the parade. Even the equine transport couldn't perform. We even had to knock the ice off our stadium seats with drumsticks. That's dedication," says O'Brien of the New Year's Day fiasco.

This year the band will travel to Tokyo with the football team for the Thanksgiving weekend super match. Two hundred people, including 197 band members and three directors, will make the trip to the Orient for a week packed with performances.

"Musicians always play for their dinner," says O'Brien, and indeed the Irish band will be playing for their dinner and much more in Japan.

The band will participate in two parades and two stand-up concerts along with a television appearance. One concert, in the Professional Stadium, is expected to draw a crowd exceeding 50,000 people. The concert will feature the Notre Dame and Marquette bands, as well as popular Japanese jazz artists.

"It is going to be the greatest season of my life," says band president David Wurzer. "It'll be hard work, with not much free time, but just being there and the experience should be enough."

Wurzer, who serves as a liaison between the students and directors, says the band has some idea of the emotional quality it brings to a band member.

"You have to be quite spirited to put in the amount of time required. It takes quite a lot of pride to be in band and you have to be quite rambunctious."

"We provide a service to the University. We are doing this voluntarily and should not be taken for granted," stresses Wurzer.

O'Brien states the extreme amount of dedication among band members. "We give up a lot including vacations, because we want to." Besides recognition and personal satisfaction, the band receives little in the way of financial reward.

Tonight's "Wreck Tech" pep rally will probably be standard. The Stupie Crown will be packed with students, parents, alumni, and other fans yelling in unison to try to get the audience to their side. Late in the game there will be a "point and shoot" where the students will be asked to vote for any of the speakers. The judge temeratures will probably be near 100 degrees, but somehow, everyone will be happy.

Don't always love the way. Turn the clock back to 1962. The Irish football team had had a couple seasons over the preceding six years. Believe it or not, there were actually a number of people who thought the Irish were on the threshold of greatness. Notre Dame Marching Band Pregame and Halftime Program.

"Players are not animals; they're Notre Dame men"
IRISH EXTRA SUPPLEMENT STAFF
Editor, Mark Perry
Layout and Design - Paul Mullaney & John Smith

Observer scribes take another look into crystal football

Answer
Buchanan at fullback. Ferguson, Stone and Adell give us all the depth we need at fullback, and we'll continue to use John Sweezy, Ty Barber and Tony Belden as well as Phil Carter at fullback."

Fans
(continued from page 13)
"Well. He was my brother. How do you judge a man? It's what men do for men. Can you do any more than lay down your life for your fellow man?"

This was a Notre Dame football player, sometimes referred to in a student publication, published on the campus of Notre Dame, referred to as an animal.

When that sort of thing happens, it's a desecration to every famous name that ever walked through this university. And as long as that sort of thing happens, you're asking too much, to ask a bunch of kids like this to go out and play dedicated football. If you expect them to play dedicated football, you have to be dedicated. You have to believe in them. They're part of your group. They're not animals. They're men, Notre Dame men!!!"
WE HAVE MIXERS

24-12 OZ. CANS

STROH’S $5.99

LANCERS VIN ROSE’ $3.69

PABST BLUE RIBBON $5.39

OLD STYLE $6.29

CHILLED WINES

750 ML

TRIBONO SPUMANTE $3.99

PAPMONE RED ITALIAN WINE $2.99

GALLO FRENCH COLOMBARD $2.99

VODKA $3.99

MACINTOSH SCOTCH $4.99

BACARDI RUM $5.29

WE’VE GOT KEGS!

50 PROOF CALVERT EXTRA $5.19

SCHMIDT WOLF $3.99

1978 Vintage BEAUJOLAIS FROM FRANCE $3.99

LOWENbrau $6.99

1.5 LTR

BACARDI "from France"

MILLER Lite $6.99

750 ML

FULL QUARTS

TEN HIGH CHRISTIAN BROTHERS BRANDY YOUR CHOICE

ALL PRICES GOOD THRU OCT. 8
**Letters to a Lonely God**

Years Like Great Black Oxen

Rev. Robert Griffin

In the expensive restaurant with the Tiffany lamps, the young man lit a final cigarette. The young woman watching him knew that their intimacy was over, and the affair was ending.

"Well," she said, "It's finished between us.

"It's finished," he agreed. Then, noncommittally: "Any regrets?"

"No lingering," he said, "no regrets." The words hung between them in the smoke like an epitaph to romance. The words were only half-truth, as epiphanies often are. There are always regrets, waiting like black, venomous spiders, squishing suffocating webs across the open spaces of the mind. As long as you know that affairs could have gone differently, regrets swarm through the mind like mice invading the pantry of a house and destroying and fouling as much as they devour.

"We were wise," he said, "never to make each other promises.

"Oh sure," she said bitterly. "This way, neither of us owes the other a damn thing."

"Only respect," he said; "and gratitude. We'll always owe each other those.

"Thanks a lot," she said, "It's nice to know you are grateful."

"You're welcome," he said. "You've been a darn good sport, and I'll never forget it."

"Man's gratitude is such a comfort to have," she said. "Some men never remember to tell a girl that she's grateful."

"Some girls aren't as sweet as you've been," he said. "It was funny, though," she said, "hearing you talk about owing me gratitude.

"Gratitude and respect," he said. "They're the sincerest feelings a man can have.

"It sounds very impersonal," she said, "as though you were talking about your teacher or the clergyman of your choice."

"Why, go, you knew how personal I feel about you. Saying that I'm grateful makes it practicable to want to cry."

"I can make you love to someone," she said, "and then say you never promised them anything! I wouldn't have let you even touch my hand if I hadn't thought you were promising me something.

"Marriage?" he said. "Did I think you were intending to marry me?

"I thought you were promising that I was somebody special, and that I would always be somebody special," she said.

"Yes, I am special," he said, "I never knew a girl who was so special...."

"If I'm so special," she said, "why are you saying goodbye?"

"I don't want to hurt you," he said. "You deserve somebody better than me."

"I've already heard that from my father," she said, "and on other occasions. Becoming as old as our father is frustrating if we realize that the years have not led us to his level of wisdom or virtue. No regrets" is at least one question that the young man—now well over fifty, and no longer young—has learned the art of never asking himself or his friends. There are always regrets; regrets are a sad, but necessary evil."

In the expensive restaurant with the Tiffany lamps, the young man, alone, lit a fresh Marlboro marking the end of an affair.

"No regrets," he said definitively. "If I had listened closely to the words he spoke, he could have heard the distant thunder of oxen treading the world, leaving brokenness under their passing feet.

"But they're the sincerest feelings a fellow can have," he said, "So, I say..."

"I've heard it said from my father," she said, "that in a marriage with the snow, the fire never makes promises to the wind."

"That's the sincerest feeling a fellow can have." "But they're the sincerest feelings a fellow can have," he said, "So, I say..."

"I have a friend," she said, "who is a spy for the government. He works for the OSS."

"A spy for the OSS," he said. "I wonder what his job is?"

"A spy for the OSS," she said, "is a spy for the OSS."

"I have a friend," he said. "One of my friends is a spy for the OSS."

"It's finished," she said. "I should have known it was finished."

"No regrets?" he said.

"Darned you," she said, "you expect too much."

"With emotions as bothersome as spiders at their roil, as insects in the busy streets of rodents scavenging a meal, she left the expensive restaurant with the Tiffany lamps, and the young man smoking his cigarette.

"Well," he said to himself, "I guess you can't win them all."

The young man is older now; and on his birthday on Sunday, he will be the same age his father was at the time of his father's death. We always recognize that our fathers, being our fathers, are wiser than ourselves.
Welcome to the Grand Illusion

Styx show entertains . . . Review by Mark Perry

Welcome to the Grand Illusion!
Come on in and see what's happening!
Pay the price . . .

Did you ever get the feeling that you have just been ripped off? That you have paid good money expecting a quality product, and instead got a reasonable facsimile? Since I was doing this review I didn't have to pay to go to last night's Styx concert at the N.C. but I still walked home with a feeling that I really didn't get my money's worth. Perhaps I've been spoilt a bit by artists like Bruce Springsteen, but to see a headliner act do a show that is so predictable leaves me feeling cheated.

The show did have a few high points, most of them revolving around the whole of the leader of the group, Dennis DeYoung. Although at times the keyboardist seemed rather bored, when it was his turn to sign he gave the group a break.

"Lady," the only time Styx ventured back to their roots (they wrote this song when they were playing high schools in the Chicago area), was boosted by DeYoung's work on the piano and his vocals, which are mainly responsible for the group's distinctive sound.

"Babe," one of the four songs Styx performed off their new "Cornerstones" album, proved to be the best in concert, as DeYoung accentuated his vocals with crisp work on the organ.

The highlight of the evening was "Come Sail Away," as DeYoung's soaring vocals on the opening lines helped drive the song into high gear when the tempo changed. "State of Mind," another early cut off the "Equinox" album, also benefited DeYoung's vocal cords.

Most of the other tunes seemed to lack the feeling displayed by De-Young, as guitarists James Young and Tommy Shaw seemed happy to plod along and do the songs while prancing around the stage showing off their blond hair. Shaw entertain- ed the crowd with an old solo, and turned in some good vocals on "Crystal Ball," but lacked excitement in his electric guitar work.

Young's vocals seemed rather uninspired, and you could hardly understand what he was saying despite the excellent sound system.

Styx obviously rehearsed their act quite well, and they knew exactly what they were going to perform before they went onstage. When they traveled to their next gig, they will probably do exactly the same show, and may even do some of the songs exactly the same way. It makes for a really smooth performance, but lacks the intensity that one expects in a live concert.

On the whole I would have to say the Styx was entertaining, but what they presented last night was equivalent to what you can get on an album. And that only costs about six dollars.

... but Ian Hunter rocks

If you came late to last night's show, you might have missed the most entertaining part of the evening. The Ian Hunter a bit of fuzzing around a round the group, Dennis DeYoung. At the times the keyboardist seemed rather bored, when it was his turn to sign he gave the group a break.

"Lady," the only time Styx ventured back to their roots (they wrote this song when they were playing high schools in the Chicago area), was boosted by DeYoung's work on the piano and his vocals, which are mainly responsible for the group's distinctive sound. "Babe," one of the four songs Styx performed off their new "Cornerstones" album, proved to be the best in concert, as DeYoung accentuated his vocals with crisp work on the organ.

The highlight of the evening was "Come Sail Away," as DeYoung's soaring vocals on the opening lines helped drive the song into high gear when the tempo changed. "State of Mind," another early cut off the "Equinox" album, also benefited DeYoung's vocal cords.

Most of the other tunes seemed to lack the feeling displayed by De-Young, as guitarists James Young and Tommy Shaw seemed happy to plod along and do the songs while prancing around the stage showing off their blond hair. Shaw entertain- ed the crowd with an old solo, and turned in some good vocals on "Crystal Ball," but lacked excitement in his electric guitar work.

Young's vocals seemed rather uninspired, and you could hardly understand what he was saying despite the excellent sound system.

Styx obviously rehearsed their act quite well, and they knew exactly what they were going to perform before they went onstage. When they traveled to their next gig, they will probably do exactly the same show, and may even do some of the songs exactly the same way. It makes for a really smooth performance, but lacks the intensity that one expects in a live concert.

On the whole I would have to say the Styx was entertaining, but what they presented last night was equivalent to what you can get on an album. And that only costs about six dollars.

Someday," a story about a young boy's fantasy of Rock and Roll, before launching into their best song, "Cleveland Rocks." This song featured a major cult following in Chicago (and probably elsewhere) this summer, mainly because Hunter changes the disco hitters anthem (Disco 5--) during the break. Hunter, seizing the opportunity, also stated similar sentiments about the oil companies, some American politicians, and South Bend, as the crowd chanted along. (Strangely enough, not all of the crowd pointed in the last line.) Hunter closed with an old Mott song, "All the Young Dudes," but his talent is obviously aiming for the future. This tour, plus some solid promotion, could thrust the Ian Hunter Band into the limelight soon.

The Talking Head

While in Chicago, Talking Head decided to visit the Western extension of the North Dining Hall, Koczuako's Polish Delicatessen. While standing in line, T.H. heard the man in front order a Northiana pizza. T.H. looked up to see a tall man dressed in funny slippers, a long white robe, and a cane.

"Excuse me," T.H. inquired, but aren't you the Pope?" After the person nodded, T.H. inquired, "What are you doing here?"

"Well," John Paul explained, "the Italians are a nice people, but I can never get food like this at the Vatican Restaurants. And besides, their workers are always going on strike."

"Get, as long as you're in the mid western United States, you really should visit Notre Dame. It's supposed to be a very Catholic institution.

"Well, I was going to," John Paul replied, "but I couldn't get football tickets. It's a shame, really. I had heard a lot about the Fighting Pullkocks of Notre Dame."

"Uh, that's Irish, not Polish!" offered T.H.

"Really?" said John Paul. "That's not what Brother Vitus Grzezowisk, the rector of Stanford Hall, said. He even wanted to invite me to the Polish wedding party, except that there are more than 20 people in my residence. Something about a Polish Wedding party Policy. Other than that, I think that I would really like Notre Dame. In fact, I even considered applying for a job with the Theology department, but the Department said that it needed someone who was more aware of Catholic issues, and besides, I probably couldn't get tenure."

"Well, if you can't make it to Notre Dame, will any of the students come to see you in Chicago?" T.H. asked.

It would be such a great thrill for the freshmen to receive communication from you. "They considered it," replied John, "but finally decided against it because I'm here on Friday, the freshman Chemistry professor said that you can get the seven sacraments any time. You can only get the 7 point quiz once a week."

"Well, at least Fisher Hesburgh will be here," T.H. said hopefully.

"I thought so," said John Paul, "but I've just received this letter."

He then handed me a white envelope with a hyperbolic insignia on the corner. The letter read:

Dear John Paul,

I am sorry that I cannot be with you on this joyous occasion, but I am currently on an airplane flying 43,000 feet over the Atlantic Ocean heading towards Rome, in order to apply for a position as temporary head of a major religious group of the Western powers while the true head Jan eastern bloc man applies for asylum in the U.S. This will help me in my mission to save the world. I thought that I would tell you, however, that I met with the Notre Dame community as a whole yesterday and they wanted me to assure you they are all praying for you.

I am also sorry that I cannot provide you with the football tickets which you requested. However, if you would like to make a contribution to the University for Notre Dame, I will make further inquiries into the matter.

Yours in Notre Dame,
Ted

John Paul muttered, "Wait 'til he tries to get tickets to my next inquisition."
Cafarelli comments on job

by Sal Granata

Fr. Francis Cafarelli, recently appointed head of the Office of Student Accounts, said yesterday that students are well served by that office. Student Accounts handles all financial obligation which students owe to the University. The office, located on the first floor of the Administration Building, coordinates payments by students and their families as well as scholarship aid, grants and loans.

Cafarelli took office on September 10 after serving for two years as Assistant Dean of the Freshman Year of Studies Program. He succeeds Fr. Michael Hepper, who was named to head the Housing Office earlier in the semester.

After a month in his new position, Cafarelli remarked that his office "is efficiently run due to Fr. Hepper's efforts and because of a very competent staff."

Cafarelli thinks it is too early to talk about policy change but observed that as other departments modernize for the sake of efficiency, his office will stay in step.

"As we go through the year, I will try to understand all departmental procedures as well as all problems related to those procedures," he said.

"One of the biggest parts of my job is to deal with problems that are really individualized - like when a student's situation is such that meeting his tuition takes more than just writing a check."

"Of course, we have to be concerned with that portion of the University's income that comes from student's financial obligations, but we make every effort to allow a student to remain here," Cafarelli said.

In order to provide students with ways to meet their bills on time, Student Accounts coordinates with several other departments, including the offices of the Registrar and Financial Aid.

Cafarelli joined the ND community in 1973 as a member of the formation staff at Moreau Seminary. Prior to that he was assistant rector at Zahn Hall. He joined the ND Freshman Year Program in 1977.

Cafarelli was born in Schenectady, New York, where he also took his B.A. in History from Union College. He pursued Masters Degrees in history, philosophy and political philosophy at the University of Pennsylvania. S.U.N.Y. at Brockport and Notre Dame.

He has taught or held administrative positions at Cardinal Mooney High School in Rochester, New York, and Notre Dame High School in Bridgeport, Connecticut.

Ku Klux Klan harrasses children

ELWOOD, Ind. (AP) - The U.S. Justice Department has been asked to investigate the case of a young mother who sent her three racially mixed children away from this Madison County community after they were harrassed by the local Ku Klux Klan.

The trouble began after the woman, who moved back to her hometown six months ago, enrolled her children in an elementary school here in late August.

On Aug. 27, a cross was burned in the yard in front of her southside home, police said, and she began to receive threatening phone calls. Authorities said the woman, who had been harrassed by fellow employees at the Elwood factory where she works, sent her children back to their father in Anderson a few days after the incident.

Elwood police patrolman John Wright said the police department has filed a civil rights complaint with the federal government which they expect the Justice Department to act upon soon.

The woman said she planned to keep her children at home after the burning, but a person familiar with Klan tactics convinced her it would not be safe.

"I told them that they (the Klan) would not hesitate to hurt the kids or me. So I thought it would be better if I took the kids back to their father's house until I could settle somewhere else or get this straightened out," she said.

Wright said police "have a pretty good idea who is involved" in the harrassment, adding, "The Klan here is fading out fast. They only have about 100 members left. All they've got left are the drunken bums who hang around in bars."

The woman, who police said has since applied for a gun permit, said the events have left her angry.

"When I saw the cross burning out front, I was scared because I was afraid they might still be out there and they might try to get into the house," she said. "But as soon as the police pulled up, the fear went out of me and I was just plain mad. I felt like in this day and time, people shouldn't act that way.

Our worldwide, fortune 200 organization can offer you the opportunity to grow and improve in a wide range of career paths. As leaders in the manufacture of heavy equipment for farming, construction, industry and transportation, we provide you with choice and challenge.

We're Clark. Spanning 119 nations. With sales in excess of $1.5 billion. A cohesive team of professionals, 21,000 strong. We're Clark and we move things. Including careers.

Clark representatives will visit your campus on FRIDAY, October 12th

Stop by and find out about us; or see your Placement Office for further details.

CLARK

An Equal Opportunity Employer/DF
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate, handing President Carter a major victory on energy policy, voted yesterday to create a powerful new agency with broad powers to speed U.S. energy development.

Approved by a 68-23 vote was legislation that would set up a four-member Energy Mobilization Board that is intended to cut red tape blocking construction of oil refineries, pipelines, multibillion-dollar synthetic fuel plants and other facilities.

Carter proposed a series of new energy measures in a nationally broadcast speech July 15. The bill is the first of his proposals to have reached the Senate floor.

In a statement released by the White House press office, the president said the Senate vote was "a major step forward in the joint effort of the Congress and my administration to achieve energy security for our nation."

Carter said the Senate bill substantially reflected his original proposal and said the board could "cut through unnecessary procedural delays" to expedite consideration and construction of priority energy projects "while environmental values and state and local decision making are preserved."

The president's supporters said a board with unprecedented power was needed if the nation is to develop new energy sources and reduce its dependence on foreign oil.

Environmental and states' rights advocates said the board would interfere with the rights of affected communities to decide if dirty or dangerous energy plants should be built in their neighborhood.

Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, an opponent of the proposal, said creation of the mobilization board would give politicians a chance to claim they are doing something about the energy crisis. In fact, he said, the board would add another unnecessary level of federal bureaucracy.

"What we are doing here is a Washington whitewash for the problem, a Washington charade," Glenn said.

"I am not aware of the president's supporters as they knock over the red tape barrier with determination," Glenn said. "They are knocking over the red tape to create a new agency, Ray Goldwater, who is the last major step forward in the joint effort of the Congress and my administration to achieve energy security for our nation."

Senator's hands on energy

Carter victory

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate, handing President Carter a major victory on energy policy, voted yesterday to create a powerful new agency with broad powers to speed U.S. energy development.

Approved by a 68-23 vote was legislation that would set up a four-member Energy Mobilization Board that is intended to cut red tape blocking construction of oil refineries, pipelines, multibillion-dollar synthetic fuel plants and other facilities.

Carter proposed a series of new energy measures in a nationally broadcast speech July 15. The bill is the first of his proposals to have reached the Senate floor.

In a statement released by the White House press office, the president said the Senate vote was "a major step forward in the joint effort of the Congress and my administration to achieve energy security for our nation."

Carter said the Senate bill substantially reflected his original proposal and said the board could "cut through unnecessary procedural delays" to expedite consideration and construction of priority energy projects "while environmental values and state and local decision making are preserved."

The president's supporters said a board with unprecedented power was needed if the nation is to develop new energy sources and reduce its dependence on foreign oil.

Environmental and states' rights advocates said the board would interfere with the rights of affected communities to decide if dirty or dangerous energy plants should be built in their neighborhood.

Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, an opponent of the proposal, said creation of the mobilization board would give politicians a chance to claim they are doing something about the energy crisis. In fact, he said, the board would add another unnecessary level of federal bureaucracy.

"What we are doing here is a Washington whitewash for the problem, a Washington charade," Glenn said.

"I am not aware of the president's supporters as they knock over the red tape barrier with determination," Glenn said. "They are knocking over the red tape to create a new agency, Ray Goldwater, who is the last major step forward in the joint effort of the Congress and my administration to achieve energy security for our nation."

OCC seeks inspectors

The Off-Campus Council is searching for students who are interested in inspecting off campus housing. For more information contact Brother Ed Luther at 2178 or Kathy O'Dell at 234-7220.

Prices

[normal rate before page 1]

[continued from page 1]

The latest wholesale report suggests that continuation of the double-digit retail increases is likely.

The September wholesale increase was the third consecutive monthly rise of more than 1 percent. There were three breakdowns:

The wholesale prices for energy goods ready to go to the retail market -- principally gasoline, kerosene and fuel oil -- climbed 6.8 percent last month, a percentage point more than in the previous month. The energy prices in September stood nearly 35 percent higher than in September 1978.

WATCH FOR THE HUGHES RECRUITER VISITING YOUR CAMPUS SOON.

Contact your placement office for interview dates.

HUGHES

Creating a new world with electronics

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

Glen said the Energy Depart- ment should retain respon- sibility for improving domestic production of energy.

[continued from page 1]

[continued from page 1]

[continued from page 1]
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...Pope

The pontiff had been greeted at the airport here by Gov. Robert Ray, Bishop Maurice Dingman of Des Moines and about 150 handicapped persons and elderly persons, chosen especially for the occasion. Bishop Dingman made reference to Iowa's rural quality in welcoming the pope. The leaves, the furrows, the streams, the seeds all speak about our God, his beauty, his majesty, his power and his goodness," the pope said.

The pope gave rosaries to each of the four Hays children. An estimated 150,000 people, spread out over the grassland where Indians once planted maize, heard the pope's message. Many were so far away, they could see the pope only as a small figure in white standing in the bright sun on a hilltop altar.

The crowd was said to be the largest in Iowa history. There was a Polish banner from Omaha, Neb. a school bus from Timpoa, Kan., and other yellow buses from Minnesota and North Dakota.

In his homily at the Mass, the pontiff spoke again of the simple life in the "Heartland of America.

He called on the vast congregation to have gratitude to God for their land, some of the nation's most fruitful, acre on acre stretching out before the pope's view, its green not yet tinged with autumn.

"Conservethe land well, so that your children's children and generations after them will inherit an even richer land than was entrusted to you," he said.

He added that farmers must also be generous, saying: "You have the potential to provide food for the millions who have nothing to eat and still help to rid the world of famine."
Open October 19

Skaters prepare with experience

by Brian Reglan

A lot of familiar faces have been skating around the ice rink of the Athletic and Convocation Center these days -- faces that give Notre Dame hockey coach Jeff Smith reason to smile. Sixteen of the top twenty skaters from last season's 18-19-1 club return, quite a paradox from last year's pre-season when Smith had a host of freshmen to evaluate. Now, as the Irish prepare to open their home season October 19 against Illinois-Chicago Circle, virtually every spot on the team has been decided.

"We don't face all the questions marks we did before last season," said Smith, preparing for his 12th Notre Dame club for a season. "We only lost three of our top 20 skaters to graduation, so that should make us a more experienced team. The team worked hard on conditioning over the summer and I am very pleased with what I have seen in our two weeks of practice so far.

The Irish took to the rank for practice September 24 after a week of off-ice conditioning. That included running the steps of the football stadium and work in the weight room.

"We have great overall speed, perhaps the best we have ever had," continued Smith. "I look for that to be one of the keys to our offense. Defensively, on the other hand, we lost no one and should be very adept. Overall, I have to say I am very optimistic about the coming season."

Senior right wing Greg Meredith will captain this year's squad after serving as co-captain last season. Classmate Tom Michalek, a center, will serve as co-captain for the second year running. Notre Dame's October 19 opener will be an exhibition game. The Irish will begin their Western Collegiate Hockey Association season the following week, October 26 and 27, at home against Denver. Notre Dame finished fifth in the WCHA last year with a 17-14-1 record. A 35-game schedule including 16 home games is slated.

Roster:


Defensemen: John Friedman, Sr.; Don Lucia, Jr.; Jeff Brown, Fr.; Jam Brown, So.; Scott Cameron, Jr.; John Schmidt, So.; John Cox, Jr.; Greg Kast, So.; Jamie Goodrich, Fr.; Dave Laurion, So.; Bob McNamara, Fr.; Mark Schores, So.

Canadian National Junior Cross Country team, while in high school in Thunder Bay, Ontario. Paine expects Huberty "to challenge for the top spot in today's meet. He appears to be running closer to his potential." In closing he added, "Tony can be an excellent runner."

The long-awaited season is finally here after hundreds of miles have been jogged. Joe Paine will soon find out if his optimism is warranted. He will also discover whether or not his top seven runners were the appropriate choices to represent Notre Dame. Whenever the outcome, none can accuse the Irish cross-country team of lack of practice.
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Knights of Columbus

Self Defense

Judjo Classes

Sponsored by the ND Judo Club
Introductory Class:

Sunday, Oct. 7
2:00pm Old weight room, 3rd floor, Rockne Memorial

Featuring:

* Security thru self defense
* Physical fitness and conditioning
* Advanced classes for rapid promotion and competition experience
* An Interesting escape from books

Advanced ranks needed as assistants.

Call Curt Hench, 8716 for more information

THE NAZZ

Thur. Oct. 4
Jamie Goodrich
9:30-?

Friday Oct. 5
Mike Franken Paul Bertolini with guest Eric Barth
Sat. Oct. 6
Kathy Murray 9:30-?

WANTS YOUR
SECTION, CLUB OR
HALL PARTY

WE CAN ACCOMMODATE
DRINKING OR DINNER PARTIES

Call Pete Cannon at 1735 or 289-0639
Molarity

The Daily Crossword

Pigeons

by Michael Molinelli

by McGlue/Byrnes
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Baseball

American League

Baltimore 2-0

Cincinnati 2-1

Thursday's Game

Baltimore 9, Cincinnati 6

Friday's Game

Baltimore (S. Martinez) vs. California (Duran 7-0 (m)

National League

Pittsburgh 8-0

Cincinnati (Kimes 4-8) at Pittsburgh (Blahnik 12-9)

Football

Sunday

Chicago at Buffalo

Detroit at New England

Green Bay at Atlanta

Kansas City at Cincinnati

Washington at Philadelphia

Tampa Bay at New York Giants

B. Union at Houston

Pittsburgh at Cleveland

Oklahoma at Minnesota

Los Angeles at New Orleans

New York at at Baltimore

San Diego at Denver

Seattle at San Francisco

Monday

Miami at Oakland (I)

Volleyball

At SMU

Last Night's Results

St. Mary's defeated Rice College 15-3, 15-13, 15-6, 15-12

No Date Women's

Yesterday's Results

Byler defeated N.O. 15-10, 15-10

Marion defeated N. 15-14, 15 10

Tonight's Game

Indiana State at Notre Dame - ACC

Freeth: 6:30 p.m.

Wreck Tech rallies tonight

There will be a pep rally for the Georgia Tech football game this Friday at 7:00 p.m. in Stepan Center. The rally will feature speakers Rusty Lewis, Bobby Leopold, Coach Joe Yon- to and special guest Ziggie Czarobski. The Noel Davis Marching Band will step off from Washington Hall at 6:45, and the courtyards and halls will be kept off the walkways in the route from Washington Hall to Stepan Center.

Classifieds

Have the studies got you down? Well cheer up and have a great time! Call the girls from 204 Lakeside-shy (REALLY know how to talk up if you please) 484-6486.

Jeremy Ace, Reward of flying hemorrhoids and red dragon, FLOYD THE OUTLAW

Hey Gaye,

"There's a prime woman now!" Give her a call and wish her happy 18th. $400 (SMC)

Happy Birthday FC

Luv

Heidi, Trisha, Mary Wynn, Wiz, and Apple.

P.S. IT'S LEGAL.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! MICHAEL! I LOVE YOU BEVERLY

Dave Don.

Thank you for giving us the right nights.

Lola, Peggy, Lynn M. and Cathy.

Desperately need 2 GA USC tickets. Call McPhate 4-4068.

Our House.

Happy Birthday! (two days late). You've really made it! Congratulation!! The Chocolate Chippers

Jim Baby.

Two girls for one "special" jacket!

HAPPY 1B! DAY PEGGY

LOVE

BROOKE

GHOST

JOE

WALDO

P.S. Thanks for the eggs and Happy B. Day Making.

Dear Stew,

Sorry to hear you hurt your leg. You have to stop running into moving football players! So don't make it, I'll send roses. Get better soon.

T.G.

Dear Oscar,

You finally got it in writing.

"The Best!"

P.S. Happy Birthday

Hey, is that guy Shaan?" Good Luck Tonight!!

SAYIN'

Gary White wants to wish you a special birthday.

Former Gentlemen.

Thank you for the champagne breakfast and opportunity to dress up.

Bobby and Co.

Susan (aka Danielle, Queen of Denmark), Break a leg tonight, and watch the ticklish one! ??

Mr. Wallach. The Notre Dame Marching Band will step off from Washington Hall at 6:45, and the courtyards and halls will be kept off the walkways in the route from Washington Hall to Stepan Center.

INTERVIEWING THIS SEMESTER?

SMC SENIORS-REMEMBER YOU MUST COMPLETE A CREDENTIALS FILE THROUGH SENIOR PLACEMENT OFFICE TO BE SERVED WITH COMPANIES AND GRADUATE SCHOOL SESSIONS SCHEDULED THROUGH OCTOBER? SIGN UP AT COUNSELING AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER. INTERVIEWING THIS SEMESTER? YOU MUST REGISTER WITH THEIR PLACEMENT OFFICE TOO!! DON'T LET YOUR EYES AND EARS OPEN FOR OTHER WORK-SMCC NATIVE SERIES KICKS OFF IN OCTOBER - GET YOUR FIRST JOB!!

Monsignor's DOCTRINE OF RECONCILIATION IN THE TURIN, THE PROPHETS, AND THE GOGGLES WHERE THEY BREATHE IN P. BOX 408, SOUTH BEND, IND. 46624.

Bill,

I am a bend ticket with $3.00. What can I do?

Welcome back GREAT EIGHT of Holy Crossmen. Thank you for allowing us to see you.

Peter Frizz

Is Kenneth the Sheriff with Quaal or of campus? I found out at a party.

Thanks, Kenneth.
Found: silver cross pen, initials TRC off the Math Lab. Call 7278.

Lost: SMC class ring 1979 substitute for car keys, initials C.C. if found, call 7905.

Lost: Return please LSAK book borrowed in the library to 230 lines or call 7069.

Found: Bagpipes and pert of another instrument in Kinnel's attic. Call 7278.

Lost: One spiral notebook of leather thong. Design on cover is of a red and blue "Grateful Dead" type. Very sentimental. Value $1.00. M. W. or Gretch (Next to Involved). Anyone wishing to audition should have experience in pantomime, dance, gymnastics, and/or an strong sense of creativity. All preparation is needed for the role and the public is welcome!

PANTOMIME AUDITIONS ON SUNDAY
The United Mine Workers, a local professional performing union will hold auditions for new members on Sunday, October 7, from noon to 2 PM at the Galleria Annex, a new studio supporting all forms of the arts, will house the union. The newly formed, M. W. M. or Gretch (Next to Involved) will offer the actors an opportunity to work with a supportive group of like-minded individuals.

WANTED
Football equipment taken from varsity locker room-keep equipment but return nestlesworth. No questions asked. Call Nick 1694.

For Sale
FREE BAR of Fresh Deodorant with all $10 order from Dialog. Call 232-6051 or 809-0750.
3 Used Shell costumes. 25.00 each. Tom 299-7010.
For Sale or Trade. The remaining stock of a student football package, section 31, Row 17, Seat 12. All tickets will be sold for $50. Call 259-1467 or Newt 767-3855.
Looking for the BRENDA HARRISON star your "I'm Ready for TadPoo" 1970-71 hockey season, score 14X-0.4. Also includes mailing tickets or cash discount. Call Jim or Patsy 332-1196.
For Sale: CB3W North Roxon, Box 157T, New York, N.Y.
For Sale: Sz. 4A, Good running condition. Call 898-0840.
For Sale one Georgia Tech student ticket. Call Mark 8995.

MARDI GRAS
Against each other in the spirit of girl (and mother) find ride to Pittsburgh Have Into one! This Saturday.
Also, don't forget to share expenses.
Please call Jane 283-8012. Scott at 8686. All 50/50 forms of the arts, still needed.

WEDDING POSTEDMON
Don't ride to Conn. area for break. Will share expenses. Call Pete 746.
Need rides to Denver. Colorado Rockies. Willing to share expenses. If you have the team, please call 7915.
Needed is a ride in no way to either Harrisburg PA. or Lancaster. Will preferably leave Oct. 7th. Willing to share driving and expenses. If you are going that far, please drop me off. Call Gary 7975.

[Content continues with various small classified ads for rides to various events and locations, ranging from football games to social events and more.]
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Against Georgia Tech
Devine hopes Irish maintain intensity

Intensity can win a lot of football games, but an emotion- 
al victory can also lead to emotional breakdowns in following 
weeks. Notre Dame head coach Dan Devine is hoping the 
Irish can maintain that momentum this week, as Georgia Tech 
invades Notre Dame Stadium tomorrow at 1:30 p.m.

"I guess the key to the Georgia Tech game—and the 
rest of the season for that matter—is maintaining the kind 
of intensity we had against Michigan State," Devine not-
ed. "We played with a great deal of enthusiasm and emotion 
and did a good job of controlling 
the line of scrimmage both 
offensively and defensively. 
When that happens, everything falls into place. If we can 
maintain that kind of play from week to week, we've got a 
good chance of having a very good football season.

Tech comes to Notre Dame after an emotional upset of 
their own, as they defeated William 
and Mary, 33-7, for their 
first win of the season last Saturday. The Yellowjackets are now 
1-1-1 on the season, with a loss 
off Alabama and a 7-7 tie with 
Florida earlier in the season.

With eight of eleven starters 
returning, Tech coach Pepper 
Rodgers has relied on his 
majesty to keep the Yellow-
jackets close. After a shaky 
start, especially against Alabama, one 
tech has only allowed one 
touchdown in each of the last 
two games. Senior linebackers 
All Richardson and Henry John-
don head this relatively young 
squad, which includes 
four seniors, three sophomores, 
and one freshman (strong safety 
Mark Sheffield).

"Tech had an awful lot of 
experience to start with, on 
defense and that's a big advan-
tage," Devine said. "Playing 
against a team like Alabama the 
first week certainly was a 
difficult way to start, but 
they've come back.

With the loss of their best 
running back over the Burke 
series, the Angels scored seven 
niners-16 of 16 passes 
for 222 yards and 18 carries. 
"Kelley obviously can throw 
well as Mark Herrmann or 
anyone else we'd see this 
season." Devine noted, probably 
recalling that Kelley didn't have 
not seen his first two 
orback season.

Devine said, "If we can maintain 
their last two matches. 
the momentum of last week's 
weekend, we should be 
very good this season."

For ND Invitational
Pianc names starting seven

by John Smith
Sports Writer

After five weeks and 450 miles of rugged training, the starting 
seven runners for today's Notre Dame Invitational 
Cross Country meet have been named. The seven are Tony 
Hathery, Marc Novak, John 
Floma, Carl Bicci, Charlie 
Fox, Chuck Aragon, and Aldo 
Barotini, and they will compete in the Blue Division of the meet 
scheduled for 2:00 PM. The Irish Runners will face such 
competition as Auburn Univer-

City, Illinois State University, 
and last year's defending 
champion, the University of 
Michigan.

Coach Joseph Piane had announced his starting runner 
earlier this month in an attempt 
to ensure that his seven would 
be the best suited for the 
five-mile race over the Burke 
Memorial Golf Course. His 
decision was made difficult 
by an abundance of good runners. Undoubtedly, many of them 
will see action by season's end. As of now, runners such as 
Matt Car, Pete Burger, John 
McCarthy, Jim Slattery, Jim 
Moyar, Tim McMahon, Dave 
Maley, Tim Bartrand, and Kev-
in Olsen will represent the Irish 
in the Open Division of today's 
meet. The starting time for the 
Open Division is 2:00 PM.

The depth of the Irish is the 
most surprising aspect of this 
year's squad. After a fine 4.0 
dual meet record last year, 
Notre Dame lost six letterment 
with their departure. But the 
Irish have still managed to add 
individuals to their starting 
seven. The names starting seven 
are:

- Barotini 
- Floma
- Hatherly
- Maley
- Olsen
- Olsen
- Novak

In 
Orioles win 9-8
Angels' rally falls one run short

BALTIMORE (AP) - Eddie 
Murray drove in four runs with 
a single and a homer as the 
Baltimore Orioles scored eight 
runs in the first two innings and 
ended the major league lead in 
the American League East, 
8-7, over the California 
Angels 9-8 yesterday.

After falling 9-1 in the sec-
ond game of the best-of-five 
series, the Angels scored seven 
runs in the last four innings and 
had the bases loaded in 
the ninth before reliever Don Stan-
house retired Brian Downing on a 
force play for the final out.

The victory, behind the nine-
hit pitching of Mike Flanagan 
and Stanhouse, gave the Orioles 
a 2-0 lead in the best-of-five 
American League Championship 
series which continues on the 
West Coast tonight. 

Flanagan, whose 25 victories 
were the majors' best during 
the regular season, retired 
15 consecutive batters after 
knocking out Ford three 
innings earlier. He had his second 
first-inning homer in two days.

The time California's Rod 
Carew doubled with two out in 
the sixth and scored on a single 
by Carey Lansford, Balti-
more's Eastern Division Cham-
pions had moved to the brink of 
qualifying for their 
American League East, 8-7, over the California 
Angels 9-8 yesterday.

After falling 9-1 in the sec-
ond game of the best-of-five 
series, the Angels scored seven 
runs in the last four innings and 
had the bases loaded in 
the ninth before reliever Don Stan-
house retired Brian Downing on a 
force play for the final out.

The victory, behind the nine-
hit pitching of Mike Flanagan 
and Stanhouse, gave the Orioles 
a 2-0 lead in the best-of-five 
American League Championship 
series which continues on the 
West Coast tonight. 

Flanagan, whose 25 victories 
were the majors' best during 
the regular season, retired 
15 consecutive batters after 
knocking out Ford three 
innings earlier. He had his second 
first-inning homer in two days.

The time California's Rod 
Carew doubled with two out in 
the sixth and scored on a single 
by Carey Lansford, Balti-
more's Eastern Division Cham-
pions had moved to the brink of 
qualifying for their 
American League East, 8-7, over the California 
Angels 9-8 yesterday.

After falling 9-1 in the sec-
ond game of the best-of-five 
series, the Angels scored seven 
runs in the last four innings and 
had the bases loaded in 
the ninth before reliever Don Stan-
house retired Brian Downing on a 
force play for the final out.

The victory, behind the nine-
hit pitching of Mike Flanagan 
and Stanhouse, gave the Orioles 
a 2-0 lead in the best-of-five 
American League Championship 
series which continues on the 
West Coast tonight. 

Flanagan, whose 25 victories 
were the majors' best during 
the regular season, retired 
15 consecutive batters after 
knocking out Ford three 
innings earlier. He had his second 
first-inning homer in two days.
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Carew doubled with two out in 
the sixth and scored on a single 
by Carey Lansford, Balti-
more's Eastern Division Cham-
pions had moved to the brink of 
qualifying for their 
American League East, 8-7, over the California 
Angels 9-8 yesterday.

After falling 9-1 in the sec-
ond game of the best-of-five 
series, the Angels scored seven 
runs in the last four innings and 
had the bases loaded in 
the ninth before reliever Don Stan-
house retired Brian Downing on a 
force play for the final out.

The victory, behind the nine-
hit pitching of Mike Flanagan 
and Stanhouse, gave the Orioles 
a 2-0 lead in the best-of-five 
American League Championship 
series which continues on the 
West Coast tonight. 

Flanagan, whose 25 victories 
were the majors' best during 
the regular season, retired 
15 consecutive batters after 
knocking out Ford three 
innings earlier. He had his second 
first-inning homer in two days.

The time California's Rod 
Carew doubled with two out in 
the sixth and scored on a single 
by Carey Lansford, Balti-
more's Eastern Division Cham-
pions had moved to the brink of 
qualifying for their 
American League East, 8-7, over the California 
Angels 9-8 yesterday.

After falling 9-1 in the sec-
ond game of the best-of-five 
series, the Angels scored seven 
runs in the last four innings and 
had the bases loaded in 
the ninth before reliever Don Stan-
house retired Brian Downing on a 
force play for the final out.

The victory, behind the nine-
hit pitching of Mike Flanagan 
and Stanhouse, gave the Orioles 
a 2-0 lead in the best-of-five 
American League Championship 
series which continues on the 
West Coast tonight. 

Flanagan, whose 25 victories 
were the majors' best during 
the regular season, retired 
15 consecutive batters after 
knocking out Ford three 
innings earlier. He had his second 
first-inning homer in two days.

The time California's Rod 
Carew doubled with two out in 
the sixth and scored on a single 
by Carey Lansford, Balti-
more's Eastern Division Cham-
pions had moved to the brink of 
qualifying for their 
American League East, 8-7, over the California 
Angels 9-8 yesterday.

After falling 9-1 in the sec-
ond game of the best-of-five 
series, the Angels scored seven 
runs in the last four innings and 
had the bases loaded in 
the ninth before reliever Don Stan-
house retired Brian Downing on a 
force play for the final out.